When you received your Secret Society Package a few weeks ago the leading members of the Society began power-thinking your future. I am going to tell you the Leading Members’ power-thinking revelations out you.

It turns out you’re going to be more special than any of us imagined! The Leading Members sent me a confidential report owing you in the future, showing you in our secret society. That report explains why they picked you for our secret society. They picked you for a very specific reason: they discovered that you have e innate creative potential to bring more eternal secrets into our society...to add strength to our hundred-generation secret society. u are one of those rare individuals hiding an explosive potential. ving read about your enormous potential, I can’t wait until you sorb all of our secrets!

, because of this, we are assigning you a personal ntor. He’s going to lead you step-by-step into a parallel society the super successful, super rich. His personal letter to you is closed.

Pay close attention, for your mentor is about to scribe your step-by-step journey into the inner core of the parallel society in which only the most creative, ultra rich live: 1) Your rst step, of course, was already taken — your introduction to our new world — your Secret Society Discovery and Breakthrough to lighenment now in your possession. 2) Your second step comes in a ghly guarded, large package that we send to our handpicked members. You need this other package within the next few weeks, Rooney, to be ready to make your everlasting step into the permanent gh-living that comes by being privy to the inner-core, deepest crets of our society, increasingly referred to as the emerging ciety Illuminati.

Let us take a closer look at this remaining step into the rallel society of the rich and powerful. It is your destiny,

Your Stepping Stone

our Second Large Package two weeks away (Step Two):

We are walking you into the Secret Society, the Society luminati step-by-step to best prepare you for a lifelong sociation. This next package takes you another entire layer deeper to our most guarded, wealth-generating secrets. Regardless of your vel of education, intelligence, or current income level, you will n circles around everyone else once you have these wealth secrets and you will soon be among some very prestigious and wealthy company.

Moreover, you can easily apply the wealth secrets revealed in is Step-Two package to increase your income almost instantly, in n seconds! That 10-second miracle is described by your mentor, a a very rich and famous man you see on television every night, in his attached 6-page personal letter to you. In his letter he describes ow he used the Society’s Step-Two Package and the 10-second miracle cret contained within to become a very wealthy, famous man. His ory will become your story with that Step-Two package and its -second miracle revealed within. ...
when you combine your special talents with Step-Two's
second miracle, your wealth potential just explodes!

you might be feeling very lucky just now to be
picked for a new life in an exclusive society of the wealthy.

I want you to know, we feel very lucky to have discovered you.

One thing we know for sure: we know you will eventually contribute
towards creative knowledge into our 2300 years of secrets. Indeed,
with the Leading Members power-thinking your future, your
activity potential soars off our charts!

After you receive your second large package (your dynasty-making
loom that will pass down for generations in YOUR family dynasty),
you will have it all -- everything -- and will soon thereafter,
sprout wings and fly as a bona fide secret society Illuminati insider.

We will not charge you, the fifty-thousand-dollar ticket
price for this priceless, 512-page package. (Fifty thousand dollars
this explosive wealth package is honestly pocket change to those
use these secrets.) Instead, we will give this package to you
merely our direct costs and overhead. We will do this because we
sure you will become so creative that you will eventually develop
new world-changing secrets to the Society and its collection
of guarded secrets reserved only for members and their families. You
will become one with us, a chosen one, -- one with the rich
and powerful. Your second, Step-Two package lights up our entire
ing place of 2300-year-old Society treasures! Moreover, your
children and their children will someday add strength to the Secret
Society as your family dynasty grows, keeping the hundred-
year parallel secret society of the ultra rich going strong.

the future, people will know The

there are two societies in our world. There is the
society of the masses. Then there is a small secret society that
is parallel to the society of the multitudes. That secret society
stains the secrets of the ultra rich and powerful...it is the society
the successful and wealthy and is where you now belong! With our
secrets and with our meetings to help you along, you will join us.
will become one of us, one of the ultra successful and

John Stonhurst
Society Inner-Circle Member

Your personal Confirmation Form is enclosed. This is your ticket
to the parallel society of the rich and powerful. If we do not receive
your Confirmation Form, everything ends now. That is why you
must place your Confirmation Form in the mail, or fax, no later than
eight days from now. After next week, it will be too late and,
fortunately, your reservation will be denied. Thus, it is crucial
at your mail or fax back your Confirmation Form to us immediately,
day. I need it in my hands within the next few days to prepare you
for your journey into the ultra rich and powerful.
A Personal Invitation to
from your Mentor at The Society
-- A famous, Anonymous Celebrity --

First of all, let me say I’m excited to meet you. I am your mentor at the Secret Society. I am writing this letter to you under assumed name. If I told you who I was, you would instantly cognize me. I have a best-selling book; I appear on television virtually every day, all around the world. As a matter of fact, my shows are some of the most watched programs in television history.

I have appeared on stage with the United States’ President Ronald Reagan, the Soviet Union President Mikhail Gorbachev, General Norman Schwarzkopf, and many other wealthy, famous people.

I, too, went through the same step-by-step process to t into the parallel society of the ultra rich. There is nothing at compares to the life I now live. Today, I am a lti-millionaire and have an incredible lifestyle. I am in control my destiny. I feel happy, confident, and at peace with myself. I have many loyal friends and am excited about living every day to its fullest.

I am telling you this up front, because I want you to pay tention to what I have to say.

I have a very important, potentially life-changing question to k you. How would you like your life to almost magically transform, rtually overnight, into what you’ve always dreamed it would be? ll, you can and will. You see, you are now ready to take Step Two to the deepest levels of The Society, into the society of the ultra ch and powerful.

Your second heirloom package reveals the deepest secrets of The Society. By acquiring these highly guarded illuminati secrets, you enter into the inner circle of The Society. Then and only then can you be privy to our mind-blowing Society Illuminati meetings!

This second Society heirloom package releases to you, a 00-year-old secret code, which gets released only to our inner-circle members, those insiders who have been specially elected. We know that The Society’s secret code will make the chosen ones - our inside members - rich. Large sums of cash will fill their bank accounts.

Now, I want you to think about something very seriously or just a moment. If a genie came out of a lamp right now and told you he would grant you any wish for your life, what would it be? If you could design and create your personal ideal lifestyle, right now, ow would it look? Would it be having all of your bills paid off? ving fifty thousand dollars in the bank? How about having a hundred thousand dollars in the bank? How about $500,000 cash in your bank account? Imagine not having to work a job anymore? What type of car would you drive? What type of home would you live in? What type of othes would you wear? Where would you travel? What type of relationship would you have? Would you be happy? Imagine having no ess and anxiety. What would your body look like? Would you be at our ideal weight? Imagine being able to eat anything you want, and ever gain weight. Would you like to have people always wanting to e your friend?
I am writing this letter to you to let you know, flat out, that these things could happen to you. Let me say that again. Your ideal lifestyle can be yours. How do I know this?

You see, years ago, I was given the secret to not only making huge amounts of money, but also having total peace of mind, spiness, having the romantic love relationship in your life you’ve always wanted, and having total freedom.

Imagine having the time and the money to do what you want, when you want and with whom you want. Imagine smiling and laughing every day. Having more physical energy than you’ve ever imagined. Being your perfect weight and looking great. Having self-confidence and being in control of your life and the future. You see, I was fortunate enough to be selected by The Society, just as you have been, and then given the secret that can make all of these fantasies come a reality.

I’m going to share with you that secret now. But, before I do, I want to tell you a little bit about how I discovered this secret, or could I say, how this secret discovered me! ...and just how powerfully it works for people like you and me. I want you to really understand just how real and legitimate this secret is. Everything you’re reading here is true. I am not some invisible person. I am a well-known, successful celebrity. Everything you are reading is 100% true.

For your sake, I hope you’re reading every word of this and giving close attention. With all my heart, I want you to know that it has worked for me and this will work for you, too.

This Society illuminati secret is simple, easy and can be applied just 10 seconds!

But, just who am I, and how did I come upon this discovery? First of all, this secret has been used by people throughout history. Usually all wealthy and happy people use the secret. But if you ask them what they are doing that is making them powerful and in control, stress free, relaxed, happy, with heaps of money, great relationships, and a great body, they won’t tell you.

So, how did I manage to come across this secret and transform my life? Well, I grew up in a blue-collar community. My dad was a laborer. We didn’t have much money growing up, and the goal of most was to get a good job in the union. We were told, “Never expect much out of life. You’ll only be disappointed.”

In 1979, I was working as a waiter. I was serving a man who was dressed in a very expensive suit. He was thin, and had a great smile. He was very friendly and had a great personality. He asked me if I’d been interested in looking at a part-time business opportunity. I replied he was just trying to get me to go to an Amway meeting.

But, he was so likable, plus the fact that he had a solid gold lex watch on and had one of the biggest diamond rings I had ever seen, I decided I would learn about this business opportunity.

He introduced me to some very wealthy people. These people usually used the secret I’m talking about. They were wealthy beyond wildest imagination. They wore the most expensive clothing, had fancy cars, and traveled first-class. They also had wonderful, exciting, romantic relationships. They were confident and in control of their lives. They were in good physical condition.
They were happy and laughed all the time. They never seemed to have any challenges or problems in their lives. They seemed secure, adjusted and in peace with themselves. Everyone wanted to be their friends; they seemed like they were living under a lucky star.

I began to wonder how they got wealthy and how they achieved such a wonderful lifestyle. Was there a magic ingredient that they were missing that got them to this incredible level of success and power? If ever was, they weren’t revealing it.

They seemed to have it all; loving families, gorgeous spouses, beautiful homes, money, travel and, most importantly, high self-esteem and peace within.

I desperately wanted those things. I am sure you want these things too. But, maybe you’re like me. I felt that I was just lucky. It was as if there was a black cloud over my head. Sometimes felt as if there was a curse on me.

No matter how hard I worked I couldn’t save any money. It just seemed to slip through my fingers. And so did my relationships. They never lasted. I didn’t feel well physically. I wanted to lose weight, but I was unhappy and gaining weight. I had a strange feeling that one didn’t like me and were working against me.

Do you feel this way at all? Well, continue to read on, because I ink you’re going to be amazed.

I didn’t know what else to do, so I began reading positive inking books. I began buying courses on how to be successful and attending seminars. I even consulted astrologers and psychics. I tried applying the techniques I was learning and being taught.

Yet, nothing worked. They all seemed very hard; they took a lot of time, and money.

Most importantly, I never developed the confidence and peace of mind or that magical magnetic energy that seemed to just attract good things into one’s life.

All this positive thinking stuff was so difficult because you had to think about doing it all the time. And, the fact is, it was possible for me, or anyone, to be positive all the time. I would be depressed one day, angry the next, happy and excited later, and then depressed again. I would be lucky one moment, then unlucky the next. I was suffering from low self-esteem.

In my zeal and zest to be successful and trying to apply all these things, I started to cut corners. Money got so tight that I did illegal things involving my credit cards. I basically went broke and became depressed applying all these techniques that I learned from the books, the tapes and the seminars.

My girlfriend left me. Our home was foreclosed on; my car possessed; and I got convicted of two felonies, and was sentenced two years in prison. Talk about hitting rock bottom.

I don’t think any one of you reading this has ever reached a point in your life that’s that low. You may have some challenges, but for me, nothing compares to how bad it is to go to prison! I was ashamed and scared. I don’t think anyone can imagine the pain and humiliation.

While I was doing my time at a federal prison camp, I gave up all pe. I became cynical, depressed, and angry. I had lost all maining self-respect. I had zero self-esteem. I would have made a eat case study for a psychologist.

But, a miracle did happen while I was in prison. Because I had me time to think and ponder, I began mentally analyzing those
I had previously met who seemed to have it all. For me, I racked my brain trying to figure out what they had in common. Was it just their destiny, or was there some secret ingredient which allowed them to be successful?

The days went by, the weeks went by, the months went by, and I continued to think about them. After these months of mental study and analysis, I began to see that they in fact did not apply the techniques that were in those positive thinking books, astrological recasts or seminars on success and financial independence that gave false information on how to be happy and wealthy.

I began to see very clearly, after hours and hours of deep temptation, that they were all applying a powerful secret. But at that secret was, I didn’t know.

Then, a few days later, the miracle happened. I received a large package in the mail. After the prison guard opened this package, he gave me a 512-page manuscript about a secret society and their deepest illuminati secrets. Attached was a little yellow sticker with handwritten note saying simply, “You have paid your dues. You are ready.” The note was signed, The Society.

I read and read and read. It seemed unbelievable. It seemed too good to be true. This manuscript revealed the secret that can allow a person, anywhere in the world, no matter what his or her current situation, to apply this simple secret in 10 seconds, and virtually, if by magic, transform their whole being into a powerful, confident, peaceful, secure man or woman who virtually attracts money and success, the most deep romantic love, the most loyal friendships, effortlessly. That was shocking to me. And the best part was, you could try this secret in less than 10 seconds.

I remembered going to the library in prison and reading biographies of famous people who seemed to have it all. I now realized how throughout history all of those incredibly successful people actually knew about and applied this same secret! It was simple, and anyone possessing the inherent skills you ve, can do it. Now listen to this. This is the most amazing part.

Approximately one minute later, over the loud speaker, I heard my name called. I was being called to the Warden’s office. I’d never been called to the Warden’s office before, and I wondered why.

It, I felt some deep change within me. I felt as if a huge weight was lifting off my shoulders. I felt that I was beginning to see things for the very first time. It looked as if colors were changing and becoming more vibrant and bright. I felt my breathing was easier. I felt my shoulders going back as if I were gaining height.

This incredible rush was going through my body like electricity. It seemed my body was becoming energized and more vibrant. Nothing was happening inside me. It’s hard to describe, but it was real.
This was not subtle; this was a big thing happening to me. I

ked to the Warden’s office and to my utter amazement, I was told
at my conviction was going to be reversed. I couldn’t believe my

rs.

Imagine, within one minute after I applied the secret, my

viction was being reversed. The Warden told me I would be leaving

three days.

That is the moment that I knew, beyond a shadow of a doubt that

ev Society and its Secret Society would change my life forever.

ow, let me fast-forward for just a moment. Once I got out of

ison, my life seemed to be a rocket ship to the moon.

Beautiful, successful women, even several actresses and models,
orted paying attention to me. They just started showing up around

acting as if they wanted to get to know me. It was as though

of the sudden I had become the most intriguing man on the planet!

was very strange. I have to admit, it was also very fun. It made

feel great!

It was really incredible the changes that occurred in me and how

seemed to become the center of everyone’s attention. Soon, I was

evy of all my friends. I also noticed I was in the best shape of

life: I was thinner and looked better than I ever had.

ow, listen to this. Remember, I came out of prison penniless.

t, because I applied this 10-second miracle, everything in my life
st started working to my advantage.

It was effortless. I couldn’t make a wrong move. Everything
rked out perfect. I couldn’t believe the lucky breaks I was

ting, almost on a daily basis.

It was like miracle after miracle after miracle was happening
ght before my eyes. It felt like I was in a dream fantasy world. It
ppened so easily and so fast that I couldn’t even believe it.

ow, listen closely, within 12 months I had deposited over 20

illion dollars into my new business account. I couldn’t believe this
s happening to me. Before, I was unlucky and nothing went my way.

, I felt golden!

I was driving a brand new Mercedes S600 coupe. I began traveling

st class. And it kept getting better. In the last six years, my

inesses have generated over two billion dollars in sales

dwide.

I’ve had the Rolls Royce, the Ferrari’s, my own private Lear
	s; I’ve been invited to meet presidents and prime ministers of
unties around the world.

I’ve appeared on national television programs and even in a full

ngth Hollywood motion picture (if I mentioned the name, you would
stantly know it). Remember, I am a well-known celebrity! I just
h I could let you know who I am; it would blow your mind.

You’ve heard me on the Rush Limbaugh radio show as well as the

ward Stern show, all because of this little secret.

I call it the 10-second miracle. But, there is a catch; if you
n’t use it, you could lose it. I have to give you a very important
ning. I think you’ll find this fascinating.

Three years ago, when everything was going great, I made an

ocent mistake. I wasn’t paying attention and I unplugged the
-second miracle.

You see, once you apply this discovery, you have to make sure it
ays plugged in. If you don’t you could lose it all. I can tell you,
ust works that way. I unplugged the power secret, by accident;
didn’t realize I was doing it. I didn’t do it consciously, but I did it. I didn’t know I did it, but I did notice things changing.

It when I thought I had finally found the right woman and was running on a lifelong marriage, our relationship went bad. My income led up. I began feeling stressed out and anxious. I wasn’t happy. I sn’t sleeping well. I began obsessive eating and gaining weight. It smed like old times, like people didn’t like me anymore. And, stead of being Mr. Lucky, I was becoming Mr. Unlucky again. I felt like a black cloud was over me once more. I felt cursed. I felt ranoid. I thought “Well, it was good while it lasted, but I guess I destined to be a failure.” I was confused and angry.

Suddenly, it hit me. The secret, what about the secret? Why isn’t it working anymore? I instantly noticed I had unplugged it. I sed myself. How could I be so stupid?

It, I smiled for the first time in months because I knew I had the ver to plug it in again. It would only take 10 seconds. I didn’t ag it in immediately; I just thought for a few minutes how exciting would be to see this miracle in action once more. I wondered what wonderfull things would happen.

I remembered the last time I did it; within a minute the Warden led me into the office and told me that a charge was dropped inst me, and I was released in three days. I was excited just ndering what could happen. I couldn’t even begin to imagine.

I sat down in my favorite chair and closed my eyes. It took me st 10 seconds to plug in this magic illuminati secret. Within seconds, I heard the fax machine going off. I walked over, pulled out fax and read it. It was from another country.

I was being invited to appear with Mikhail Gorbachev and General man Schwarzkopf as well as one of the richest men in that country! began to laugh like a kid. It was another miracle happening right ore my eyes. The same feelings came over me as before. I felt uident again. I felt in control. I felt happy. I felt at peace. I secur; I relaxed, all of the stress left me. I had a knowingness it everything would turn out fantastic. Life was exciting again.

It happened instantly and effortlessly. I hope you’re paying tion because I want you to know that these things can happen to i, too. In just 10 seconds, your whole life can change! How is it possible? Because with Step Two, , turnkey illuminaticrets, hidden from this world for 2300 years, are personally realed to you. These inner-core secrets are the greatest fe-enhancing powers on Earth! This is not an exaggeration. The ret Society controls the real power on our planet and has aughthough history. The Secrets and the Society together constitute new illuminati.

Now, I have to tell you an interesting anecdote: When I accepted is speaking engagement, I actually traveled for 14 days with resident Gorbachev and General Schwarzkopf.

ile I was in this foreign country, I met one of the richest men in e world. We instantly hit it off, became fast friends and formed ainess together.

This man has one of the largest yachts made, with a helicopter on.

And he’s got over 80 luxury and exotic cars including Rolls yce’s, Mercedes, and Ferrari’s. You name it, he’s got it.
He's been featured on the TV series Baywatch, playing himself. He eats regularly with the wealthiest people in the world, as well as presidents and prime ministers.

He's had numerous celebrities on his yacht as his personal guest, including Ricky Martin, Tom Cruise, you name it. Everyone wants to be his guy's friend.

When I met this incredibly rich, powerful and happy man, I was intrigued. All the people around him were incredibly loyal. He just emed to have it all. As always, I was very curious.

Did he have a secret that I didn't know about? Well, I wanted to ask his brain. We were on his yacht, having lunch, and we decided to into the hot tub (yes, he has a hot tub on the yacht).

We were sitting in the hot tub talking and I got a phone call from Robert Kiyosaki, he's the gentleman who wrote the book Rich Dad, or Dad. He knew of this guy, but had never met him. Robert was actually quite impressed that we were business partners.

Robert wanted to know if this rich fellow had a secret, too. I told him I would try to find out and get back to him. I hung up the phone, and while sitting in the hot tub; I asked my friend if he had secret to his incredible success. I wanted to know how he got so sly.

With a big smile, and a deep, wonderful belly laugh, he told me at it was. I smiled and laughed myself.

He had just described the Secret Society's 10-second miracle to me. Now, I can't tell you that by applying the 10-second miracle that you'll become as wealthy as him, or as me. I can't say that you'll come as famous as us. I can't tell you that you'll never have other problem in your life.

But I can say, with total confidence, that if you apply this 10-second miracle in your life, you'll be happier and you'll have peace of mind.

You'll have better, more loving, romantic relationships.

You'll have more money, you'll get out of debt and you'll be better off than you ever have been in your entire life. You will feel laxed and in control in every situation.

You will have total certainty and total confidence. Your self-esteem will soar!

I believe that if you apply this simple secret you will feel like you have a genie that is willing to grant your every wish any time you ask. You'll be better off in every area of your life; emotionally, physically, financially, than you ever can possibly imagine.

The life you always dreamed about is 10 seconds away.

Once you get this illuminati secret for yourself, you will use this secret immediately. I've called this secret, this secret that gets revealed to you in Step Two, The 10-second miracle.

Remember, everything I've said in this letter is true. This secret has worked for me, and I know it's worked for others. I've personally seen it.

I've personally seen new Society members who've been invited into Step Two, the step you're about to take, apply this technique, and in 10 seconds, I've physically seen, with my own eyes, their lives change.

you have been invited into The Society.
I have already received the first heirloom package. Now, I have been selected by The Society to advance to Step Two, to be given this incredible, life-lifting secret just like I was a few years ago. Although your life may not feel lucky right now, you and, indeed, are one of the lucky few. And I congratulate you, because I know in my heart this deepest of Society secrets will work for you, too.

The Society could easily charge U.S.$500, U.S.$1000, even $50,000 for this 512-page, Step-Two, Society manuscript revealing their deepest wealth secrets. And, for what you would receive, it’s worth a thousand times that. Think about it, how much would you be willing to pay if you knew the secret would allow you to eliminate all of your debt? How much would you be willing to pay for this secret, if you knew by applying it you could make ten thousand, twenty thousand, even fifty thousand dollars per month? How much would you be willing to pay for this 10-second miracle, if you knew that by applying it you would have the most loving, romantic relationships you could ever imagine experiencing? How much would you be willing to pay you knew, with 100% certainty, that this secret discovery would allow you to lose all the weight you want effortlessly and have the physical body you’ve always dreamed about?

I believe you couldn’t put a price tag on it. But, unbelievably, the Society will charge you nothing, because, you are special. You are a new Society member and we ask that you cover our overhead. As I explained before, we are not asking you for this immense value that outsiders have tried to fifty thousands dollars for, to no avail. We are only covering costs to keep the multi-generation secret society healthy for you and your children. Why? Because you, Jo nowy, are a Society member destined for greatness, possessing social talents and rare powers, destined to become one of our inner-circle members and to be privy to our secret core settings. But to do that, you must first have our second, Step-Two, heirloom package to gain the secret tools to get there.

The Society’s number one goal is to help a select few, those who have just the right traits, to become the best they can be in every area of life. That’s why they’re inviting you into Step Two. We want to make this secret available to you, and a few others lucky enough to have been selected.

As I said, we are a hidden society of the ultra-successful. You are one of those gifted people, and you are being selected to join us now. That is why we printed for you the highly restricted, second Society heirloom package of our innermost secrets. And when you are properly prepared, you can then come into and be privy to our secret inner-core meetings.

No one else but you and your descendants will ever see those secrets. Other people hopelessly, sadly lament that something more exist to life. But not you, or your children, not ever have laid eyes upon the highly guarded secret code of The Society Illuminati in your second heirloom package.

I, myself, have graduated into the secret society meetings and have become one of their illuminati members. And that is why I am signed to be your mentor and eventually your children’s mentor.
But we never release the secrets shown in our second heirloom package beyond our secret society insiders. As an insider, the doors our secret meetings begin to open for you and your family ancestors. You will walk into a new world, a new life. The new power in the second heirloom package ultimately controls everything on earth, right down to the big bang of your very own bank account! I ow that sounds incredible now, but you will fully understand once you see those inner-core secrets in a few days.

Instantly upon contact, the remainder of your life, will become flush with financial and emotional wealth. at uplifting power from beyond this self-destruct world happens with swiftness and ease. But only for esecret-society insiders., upon receipt of your cond heirloom package, you become a true, lifelong insider.

I shared this story about my success from taking Step Two cause, as I dictate this letter, I am sitting in one of the st gorgeous homes you can imagine, looking over the tains and meadows and valleys of my custom estate, in what call paradise; one of the prettiest places on earth.

I’m happier today than I ever have been.

I now have a wonderful, loving, romantic relationship, a ry successful business, loyal friends, and total peace of nd. And, deep in my heart, I want you, as a fellow Society insider, to experience these things, too. I want you to be ppy. I want you to have your dreams come true in your life!

Maybe you’ve been praying for this opportunity, maybe you’ve been wishing for this opportunity. Maybe you always reamed of hitting the lottery or finding Aladdin’s lamp and ving that magic genie make all of your wishes and dreams me true. Well, today is your lucky day! Your ship has come in; all you have to do is take advantage of it.

One more thing, when you’re watching TV, I want you to onder who I am. I will tell you this; you’ll be able to tell y you look into my eyes. Just look for the man on television o is totally, 100% at peace.

Your Friend and Mentor, Anonymous

P.S., place your enclosed personalized Confirmation orrm in the mail, or fax, within the next five days. The eep-by-step timing of bringing you into our Secret Society and its inner-core, illuminati knowledge is hyper-sensitive: we cannot ass a beat! After next week, it is too late, and tragically ou’ll lose your lifetime place into the Secret Society. Indeed, as explained, you must have this second heirloom package bring you to our deepest level of knowledge and secrets before ou can be privy to our illuminati meetings. This is a very cretive society of the ultra rich. This package is your ticket admission.

End of personal memo * See Enclosed Confirmation Form * Copyright 2014
The Deepest, Highly Restricted, Inner-Core Society Secrets

When you joined the Society and received your first Society package a few weeks ago, our inner-core members reviewed your profile. We quickly realized how special you are. You truly have incredible potential to contribute to our Society, in its world and to prosper! It really is amazing just how much promise we see in you!

Because of this, we have assigned you a mentor. Your mentor, a very rich and successful man who you see on television every night, (see his enclosed six-page letter to you) is now going to lead you, step-by-step, into that next, deeper level that reveals explosive rapid power and wealth knowledge. You can then take your place in our inner Illuminati core.

When you combine your rare talents with the power of the 10-second miracle tripped in the enclosed letter from your personal mentor, your wealth potential is merely the beginning!

That is why your mentor has reserved your personal Step-Two heirloom package for you, personally. This highly guarded, Step-Two society money-making system we have printed personally is an heirloom package that takes you to the finest levels of our secrets. As we explained before, we are not charging you for this 512-page package. But, to keep our Secret Society fiscally sound generation after generation, we do ask you to cover the costs and overhead to custom print and ship this package to you. Because this rare heirloom package is custom printed only for our special members invited into our inner core, that cost is U.S.$200, or £120, trillian $200, Canadian $220, Euro 150, New Zealand $240.

Realize this 512-page, quality package of our inner-core secrets will be passed on from generation to generation in your family. This heirloom package contains the secrets the Rockefellers, Rothschilds, and other dynasties passed to their children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren. Armed with this dynasty-building heirloom package, YOU will now start YOUR family dynasty!

Below is your Confirmation Form. Place your Confirmation Form in the mail, or fax, in the next five days. The step-by-step timing of bringing you into the explosive secrets of Step Two and our Illuminati core is hyper-sensitive: we cannot miss a step. After next week, it is too late, and tragically you will lose your lifetime place in the Secret Society.

The Society • 850 South Boulder Highway • Henderson • NV 89015 • USA
Tel: 702-891-0302 • Fax: 702-795-8393

Payment Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Form</th>
<th>Please remit with your payment</th>
<th>Member Number</th>
<th>Package Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>105097995</td>
<td>24033-U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My payment is □ enclosed. Make cheque or money order payable to The Society. U.S. $200, or £120, Australian $200, Canadian $220, Euro 150, New Zealand $240.

□ To be charge to my credit Card
□ Cash

CONTACT: Choose from one of three convenient ways to pay: credit card, cheque, or money order.

7910